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Paper

 Agenda:

 What’s body sensor networks (BSN)?

 Hardware requirements for BSN applications

 Custom vs. commercial off the shelf (COTS) designs for BSN

 Techniques for energy efficient BSN applications for both nodes

 Use cases of COTS and custom BSN designs
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What’s a body sensor network?
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BSN requirements
 Form factor, battery life, realibility, safety, security, privacy, ease of use…

 Energy efficiency plays a big role

 Computation vs communication

 Efficiency vs flexibility

 Data fidelity vs energy
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Hardware selection: COTS or custom?
 Both can be optimal in certain parts of the BSN design space

Design space Which one is (most likely to be) better?

Energy efficiency Custom

Size Custom

Time to design COTS

Cost COTS

What else is 

important?

Reusability? Programmability?
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Energy Efficient BSN Hardware
 Supply voltage management: over 10x energy savings
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Problems with ULV Operation

 Operating transistors at near- and subthreshold can 
be tricky

 Slower (but can still operate at 10s of MHz)

 Less robust, because of Ion/Ioff ratio

 More sensitive to process variation

 Not much support in terms of tools, cells, etc
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Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)
 Depending on the workload, the system can dynamically

modulate frequency and VDD
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Communication vs. Computation
 Wireless transmission is the largest power consumer in BSNs
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Communication vs. Computation
 How to reduce wireless transmission power?

On-node signal processing
Lower transmission power

Different 
radio/protocol
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Flexibility vs. Efficiency
 GPP, ASIC, or FPGA can be the best solution, depending on the application

 Experiment: Heart rate extraction algorithm designed in 3 different
platforms (same technology and operating point)
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Data fidelity vs. energy 
 How much processing and communication is necessary?

 Large energy-fidelity exploration space
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Data fidelity vs. energy 
 Fidelity changes with time

 To fully exploit the tradeoff, it requires adaptable data rate scaling
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Case study 1: TEMPO, A COTS BSN
 Purpose  Human motion in general: gait analysis, tremor assessment, 

activity detection, etc

 Requirements  Low power, non-invasive, flexible to address all
applications
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Case study 2: ECG system IC
 ECG system: acquires and processes an ECG signal for wireless monitoring

 The entire SoC consumes ~2.6uW  long lifetime or possible energy
harvesting operation
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Assessment and discussion
 Key techniques for energy efficient design of BSNs

 Potential to be used in different areas, e.g. a BSN for body motion could
be used in fitness or video-games

 Energy efficiency vs. Power efficiency


